Résumé. 2014 
. An extension of this approach to more general chemical systems seems an attractive idea.
In the above mentioned studies the neutral configurations (with one n electron and one n AO per carbon atom) span a model space on which the magnetic Heisenberg Hamiltonian is expressed. This Hamiltonian is obtained perturbatively using the Quasi Degenerate Perturbation Theory [6] following the procedure proposed by Anderson [7] and Brandow [8] . It may also be obtained from the canonic definitions of effective Hamiltonians proposed by Bloch [9] or des Cloizeaux [10] Figure 1 gives a schematic view of the full S. = 0 n Hamiltonian.
The J core is supposed to be frozen (for instance at the SCF level), the 7c AO's Xa, ya, xb, Yb are supposed to be orthogonal(ized), and the 7c VB determinants are divided into neutral 1 e-/AO determinants, neutral pseudo ionic determinants with 0 or 2 e-/A0, singly ionic (A -B+) and doubly ionic (A --B+ +) determinants.
One should notice the occurrence of first order 
